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ENGINEERING MATHEMATICS - I
[Ttme :

(Maximum mart<s : 100)

PART-A
(Maxi4nn marks : 10)

Arswer all questions. Each question carries 2 marks.

1. Prove that (sinr{ + cosA)2 : | + 2 sinA cosA.

2. If sinA = % and A is acute find sin3A.

3. Prove that in Aiangle ABC, abc : 4RA
dv4. Furd ;: if v : Clo s_rox

5' Find the velocity and accereration at time t. of a particte moving according as
s:5t3- zP +st+ t. (5x2= 10)

PART - B
(Maximum marks : 30)

A,swer any fve questions from the following. Each question carries 6 marks.

1. Express {J *o * sirx in the form Rsin (x + C() where .q,, is acute.

2. Prove that cos20" cos+O. cosg0" : *.
3. Prove that R (a2 + b2 + c2) : abc (cotA * cotB * cotC)
4. Differentiate .cosx, by the method of firct principles.

s Find d| ,rrrr, : x3 + y3 + 3xy.

6. Fmd the equation to ttrc tangent and normal to the curve y: {E- d. @,3\
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7. Prove that sinA + ,i" (T +a )+ s,r(1l + A) : 0.

(sx6 = 30)
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PART - C

(Maximum marks : 60)

(Answer one firll question from.each urLit. Each fuIl question carries t5 marks.)

Urrr - l
III (a) Prove that (cotA - 1)' + (cotA + 1)2 : 2cosec2A.

_11
(b) lf sinO = + ald 0 is in the fourth quadrart calculate the value o[

l>
30cos0 - 7tan0

3*.0 - .-e
(c) Prove that 2tan10" * ta[40o : tansoo

On

tt -.*oIV (a) Prove that \ 

- 

= scc6 - tan6' I l*snO
! -) )l

- ll 7

find sin (A + B) and cos (A - B)

The horizontai between two towers is 50m and the angle of depression of the

first tower as seen from the second which is in 150m height is 60"' Find tlte

height of the first tower.

UNtr - II

Prove that
sinA*sin3A*sin5A : tan3A.

cosA * cos3A* cos5A

Prove that cot A - cot2A: cosec2A.

Solve AABC given a : 4cm,b : 5cm, c : 7on

4

(c)

v (a)

o)
(c)

VI (a)

@)

(c)

sin3A cos3A
Prove that i^':- + --- . = 4 cos2A

sinA cosA

Prove that cos3A * cos5A * cosgA + cosl7A = 4cos4Acos6AcosTA'

Two angles ofa triangular plot of land ate 53"17 ad 6fOE and the side

between thern is measured to be 100cm. How many metres of fencing is

requircd to fence the Plot.
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UMT = III

VII (a) Elaluate: IJ x3 -64*)4 x2 - 16

sin-'fi0) y: .x-

(ii) x:a(0-sin0); y:a(1 - cosO)

(c)

(b)

(c)

(d)

D( (a)

(b)

4

5

5

5
(b)

(c)

O1 nina S ir:

VIII (a)

(c)

x (a)

If y = Acospx * Bsinpx (A, B, p are constants),

d2v
show lhat ' rs proportional to .y'.

dx2

On

rr I - cos2xt valuate : x_JU xz

dv
Fmd 

dx- 
if y : (x2 -F 1)lo secsx

Using quotient rule, find the derivative of .tarx,.

It y : acos (logx) + bsin Qogx) show that *, 
d'y * * d'
dxz d*-*y:0'

Unrr - IV
Find the velocity and acceleration ut ti*" t : 4 secs. of a body whose
displacement,s metre related to time .f seconds is grven by the equation

S: -i:_ t. _l-V t

A circular plate of radius 3 inches expands when heated at the rate of
2 inch/sec' Find the rate at which the area of 0re plate is increasrng at the endof 3 secs.

Find the maximum and minimum values of 2x3 _ 3x2 _ 36x + 10. 
.

On

A balloon. is spherical in shape. Gas is escaping from it at the rate of20 cclsec.How fast is the surface area shrinking wher,ttre ra:dius is l5cm.

For what values of .x' is the ta x
B€nt to &e oirve x-Tl parallel to the x-axis.

An open box is to be made out of a quare sheet of side l gcnl by cutting off
equal squares at each comer and turning up the sides. what size of the
squares should be cut in order thal the volume of the box may be maxjmum ?

(3+3:6)
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